This will be short but interesting.

I watched a documentary some months ago on Egypt. As many people know, the healers of old were mantra chanters, 'singers' and priesthood and that type of thing.

Now in Egypt, there are some structures that still survived to this day. These are some chambers created on very specific height and dimensions. In Egypt they had quite a few of these. These were basically the 'hospital' houses of the time.

The patient would get there, and lie in the bed which was in the middle of the chamber, with the particular dimensions. The priesthood would get around the patient, and sing mantras, which would reverberate on the walls of the chamber. This created an echo and the necessary metaphysical vibration in the environment.

Sort of like the electromagnetic or sound cures by Rife mentioned in another post. Only that in the case of Rife, this was done by a machine.

Depending on where the patient was suffering, they would enter a chamber that had the specific vibration field/dimensions. Then they would do this process until the patient was healed, but most of the time, the healing would come 'miraculously' fast. They also of course administered the correct herbs and so forth.

Many people are bashing the Ancients, mainly through rumors made by jews, over the fact the ancients didn't have any 'metals' or trash-bins that today we call cars, smartphones and the like. These weren't really that needed. Additionally, this is a lie, as they did also possess technology, but it was completely different than what we do now.

The Ancients were extremely knowledgeable, more than way more than we are 'allowed' to believe.